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Abstract.  Red, white and black are colours commonly found in rock paintings around the 
globe. In northern Chile’s Atacama Desert, visual representations produced between 2000 BC 
and 1550 CE also include yellow, orange, violet, blue and green. This polychrome usage is 
particularly notable in the dress of anthropomorphs and is characterised by extreme attention 
to detail and the use of an exclusive set of raw materials. These unique aspects enable us to 
discuss the value and meaning of colour in past societies throughout different periods of the 
local sequence, beyond its consideration as a stylistic indicator.

INTRODUCTION
The study of anthropomorphous figures in rock art 

has received little attention compared to that lavished 
on animal figures, which have been used to construct 
major stylistic sequences for Palaeolithic portable art 
and rock art around the world (Leroi Gourhan 1965; 
Morphy 1989; Guffroy 1999; Aschero 2006; Berenguer 
2004; Flett and Letley 2013; Ballester 2018; Gallardo 
2018). Human motifs have been analysed as sexual-
ised representations in discussions that focus on the 
presence of female figures (Power 2004; Bourrillon 
2009; Bourrillon et al. 2012). On some occasions, more 
in-depth investigations have been conducted to iden-
tify gendered practices or relations, delving into rep-
resentations of women and their possible authorship 
of these art pieces (Goldhahn and Fuglestvedt 2012; 
Hays-Gilpin 2012; McDonald 2012). When animalistic 
and human features are combined, in figures at times 
called therianthropes (Jolly 2002; Parkington 2003; 
Hollmann 2005; Balazut 2012; Lequellec 2018; Aubert 
et al. 2019), they have sometimes been interpreted as 
evidence of shamanic cults (Clottes and Lewis Williams 
2001; Leihitu and Permana 2018) or as visual represen-
tations of certain myths (Aubert et al. 2019). In other 
cases, anthropomorphs have been analysed by defining 
typologies or styles falling into a specific chronological 
period (Masson 2016; Rodríguez and Angiorama 2019). 

Although discussions on the idea of embodiment, 
subjectivities, colours and clothing exist in the special-
ised literature (e.g. Turner 1969, 1995, 2012; Csordas 
1990; Lock 1993; Butler and Lourties 1998; Hansen 2004; 
Schildkrout 2004; Reischner and Koo 2004; Van Wol-
putte 2004; Siracusano 2005; Lesure 2005; Young 2006), 

archaeological research on this topic is less frequent 
and relatively recent (e.g. Joyce 2005; Robb and Har-
ris 2013; Harris and Robb 2015). Regarding articles of 
clothing represented in rock art figures, archaeologists 
have approached them mainly as markers of specific 
cultures and/or periods (Gauthier and Gauthier 1994; 
Sinclaire 1997; Troncoso 2011; Cases and Montt 2013; 
Cabello and Gallardo 2014; López Campeny and Martel 
2014; Rodríguez and Angiorama 2019). In the Ataca-
ma Desert of northern Chile, particular elements of 
dress (clothing and garments), coupled with different 
ways of representing the human body (anatomy and 
movement), and ways of doing and seeing, have been 
instrumental in defining the principal rock art styles 
identified, particularly in the territory corresponding 
to Antofagasta region (e.g. Berenguer et al. 1985; Montt 
2002, 2004; Gallardo 2018). Their correlation with ar-
chaeological artefacts presumed depicted and other 
contextual elements has enabled these figures to be 
situated in different periods of local sequences. These 
associations, in turn, show that painted anthropomor-
phous figures were represented with the everyday 
garment that was worn at particular moments in time 
in the region of study. In this scenario, colour has been 
addressed only as a secondary concern in the analysis 
and description of Atacama Desert styles. However, 
when looking at colour more closely, we observe that 
rock art figures that have more than a single colour 
often also involve what could be considered an ‘excep-
tional’ dress. The shapes, designs and colours of the 
garments depicted indicate that they were for particu-
lar uses, likely highly symbolic public acts. Therefore, 
studying them could help define the chronology of the 
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clothing and garments themselves and enhance our 
understanding of the role that these rock art paintings 
played in constructing and representing the human 
body in the different societies that produced them. By 
focusing on the use of colour in painted dressed people, 
we seek to add new information that could stimulate 
further reflection on these concerns. 

This article evaluates the use of colour in anthro-
pomorphous rock paintings, understanding the dress 
depicted as a ‘social skin’ that conditions embodiment 
and whose material and visual properties contain 
expressive abilities, both individual and collective 
(Turner 1969, 1995, 2021; Hansen 2004). We propose 
that form and colour properties are involved in pro-
cesses related to embodiment and thereby participate 
in the construction of social relations (Eicher and 
Roach-Higgins 1992; Young 2006). Through quantita-
tive and qualitative analysis of the painted anthropo-
morphs, we observe the elements and processes that 
comprise the polychrome palette of these motifs in the 
Atacama Desert over time and explore the distinctions 
in embodiment among the peoples that produced and 
consumed them. 

The colourful body 
The framework of ‘embodiment’ attempts to de-

scribe how people experience the world through their 
bodies (Robb and Harris 2013). By means of their ac-
tions, bodies establish relationships with other actors 
(human and non-human), creating social reality. In 
this context, the body is simultaneously an active, 
historical, dynamic and relational agent (Robb and 
Harris 2013; Harris and Robb 2015). These authors refer 
to this phenomenon as a body world: the complete set 
of experiences, habits, practices, fields of action and 
modes of representation through which bodies become 
beings. This perspective is based on phenomenological 
theory (e.g. Merleau-Ponty 1948), which conceives the 
body as a set of possibilities that become materialised 
under specific historical and cultural circumstances. 
Based on ideas first articulated by Simone de Beauvoir, 
Jean-Paul Sartre and Michael Foucault, among others, 
about bodies understood as ways of being or of existing, 
and Bourdieu’s concept of habitus, Butler and Lourties 
(1998) emphasise that reality and beliefs are generated 
by repeated actions — quotidian and ritual — enacted 
by social actors. These are not actions imposed on a 
passive body, but the living body in action consciously 
oriented and directing its forms of interaction with the 
world (social and natural). The embodied subject, then, 
has a dual role: he is a product and producer of his 
own reality (Turner 1995; Butler and Lourties 1998). In 
this way, acts are constitutive of identity through their 
performance and repetition. 

Through ethnography, Turner (1969, 1995, 2021) 
observes how in daily body painting, the use of certain 
colours in specific body parts is linked to vital experi-
ences for infants, children, women and men. Piercing 
the ear lobes is related to the ability to listen, extending 

the lips with that of speaking, both fundamental male 
qualities in the constitution of being a Kayapo man 
(Turner 1969, 1995, 2021). Ritual-wear, through its ma-
teriality, transfers certain ‘wild’ qualities and powers, 
re/integrating natural and social relationships through 
ritual (Turner 2012). In this way, through different 
treatments of the body, the physical skin becomes 
‘social skin’; the social structure is re/produced as a 
whole and ‘dressed’ individuals play different roles 
over the course of their lifetimes, as part of collective 
rules and commitments. Turner (2012) proposes that, 
because the ‘social construction of the subject’ is a 
universal process, the study of body ornaments is one 
of the best means to understand it.

This offers a good possibility for archaeology to shift 
from recognising identities through the use of dress 
items to the way they serve to perpetuate embodied 
identities (Joyce 2005). That is, moving from the tex-
tuality of the body surface to the perceptible effects 
of using ornaments or dress styles in the experience 
of a person whose body is shaped by a particular 
way of dressing. Representations of the body must be 
viewed not simply as reflections of existing concepts 
of embodiment, but as part of the material of approach 
through which such concepts were naturalised (Joyce 
2005). The author also notes that representations of the 
body can be seen as records of stereotyped embodied 
performances that serve as models for — following 
Butler — ‘embodied gestures of living people’ (Joyce 
2005: 145). Finally, she proposes that the greater du-
rability of certain figurative representations and the 
durability of some body practices would have made 
them more effective in the long-term reproduction 
of specific forms of embodiment, even over multiple 
generations (Joyce 2005).

The ornamentation of the body appears with the 
earliest archaeological records of human culture 
(Turner 1995). Cloth, clothing and garments, express 
belonging, difference and distinction, in conditions 
that are always socially, culturally and historically de-
termined (Reischner and Koo 2004). The dressed body 
possesses an identity understood by others, having 
both an individual and collective purpose (Hansen 
2004). However, cloth and clothing have spiritual and 
aesthetic qualities; they provoke feelings and are used 
on certain occasions at certain places to connect the 
wearer to the ancestors and the spirits (Mauss 1950; 
Schneider 2006).

Simultaneously, the arrangement of colours de-
livers a different perception, and the selection of each 
colour expresses other sensations. Paint seeks to con-
struct a pictorial fact, to fabricate upon the medium a 
spectacle that is sufficient per se (Merleau-Ponty 1948). 
On the formal plane, colour helps us distinguish forms; 
it is a sub-language of the form that facilitates visual 
discrimination because chromatic codes are more effi-
cient in establishing relations than forms (Costa 2019a, 
2009b). Finally, the use of different colours for similar 
motifs within a given style highlights the details, as 
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every quality reveals the being of the object as a whole 
(Merleau-Ponty 1948; Lesure 2005).

We include the concept of fashion, understood as an 
industry that is part of everyday life, designed for the 
body and associated with a physical and degradable 
concept. Thus, clothes and cosmetics are major goods 
for consumption, production, extraction, importation 
and other circuits in which a society participates. Fash-
ion changes because it is subject to different influences 
through trade or domains produced by the territorial 
expansion of different societies. Fashion is also sensi-
tive to technological innovations and variations, over 
time, in access to raw materials. We live in socially 
constructed cultures, in which fashion is transformed 
into a concept of visual culture and an aesthetic vehicle 
for fantasy. Sischy and Celant (1997) argue that fashion 
is a new form of art that incorporates the masses. Fur-
thermore, like art, the perception of fashion is related 
to the appreciation of its value and what it signifies 
(Steele 2018). 

We would argue that this kind of analysis can also 
be applied to the dress found in rock art. The existence 
of painted anthropomorphs distinguishable based 
on the colours used within the style with which they 
are associated, with red being the norm, points to the 
ability of those who painted these figures to introduce 
difference into the garments —  and the difference is a 
quality that expands and instils vitality into their social 
worlds (Hansen 2004). The dress and colours of rock 
paintings (including all kind of body supplements) 
contextualise the subjects, highlighting them within 
the visual imagery of a specific time. 

Not only clothing but also cloth and its material 
properties can highlight who we are and deepen our 
social relations. We construct our appearance or social 
skin by manipulating certain types of raw materials 
and colours (Turner 1969, 1995, 2012; Miller 1994; Schil-
dkrout 2004). Obtaining and producing them involves 
specific technological procedures and, at the same time, 
social behaviours, which are linked to restrictions, 
relationships and ceremonies. 

In concrete terms, we propose that human bodies 
were culturally objectified, moving beyond their pure-
ly biological existence to be transformed into a type 
of cultural experience (Lock 1993; Hansen 2004; Van 
Wolputte 2004; Lesure 2005). Accordingly, ‘the dressed 
person is a gestalt that included body, all direct mod-
ifications of the body itself and all three-dimensional 
supplements added to it’ (Eicher and Roach-Higgins 
1992: 13, see also Alvarado 2000, 2007).

COLOUR IN THE ATACAMA 
DESERT STYLISTIC SEQUENCE 
The colour universe

From the oldest rock paintings in the Atacama Des-
ert (c. 2000 BCE) to those produced in the context of 
the Spanish contact (c. 1550 CE), most extant examples 
involve representations in red. Nevertheless, from the 
earliest times, we also note the use of various colours 
and shades, which in addition to demonstrating the 
development of the chromatic palette also reveal a 
pervasive knowledge of production sequences and 
chaînes opératoires related to obtaining the materials 
needed (Fiore 2007; Sepúlveda 2016, 2020). Each colour 
and shade was obtained from different raw materials, 
very likely extracted from several sources, provisioned 
directly or indirectly through trade, then processed 
using different procedures (Sepúlveda 2020). The art 
of preparing paints of certain colours for rock paintings 
involves special mineralogical knowledge, including 
the ability to grind the pigments, mix them with other 
components to achieve different shades, and select 
the tools suitable for painting in different formats and 
substrates (Siracusano 2005). This knowledge had to 
be present, and those decisions had to be taken before 
preparing the paints.

In the Atacama Desert, the colour palette employed 
was prepared from a broad spectrum of minerals. Red 
was obtained primarily from iron oxides (haematite), 
occasionally combined with clay. Yellow came from a 
different iron oxide (goethite) or iron sulphate (jarosite), 
again, in some cases, combined with clay. The black 
was created from a base of charcoal, while white was 
achieved using aluminosilicates or titanium oxides. A 
particularity of the region is that the green and blue co-
lours are obtained by mixing oxides, chlorides, or cop-
per sulphates, identified as clinoatacamite, bandylite, 
combined with aluminosilicates and quartz (Sepúlveda 
2006, 2009; Sepúlveda and Laval 2010; Sepúlveda et al. 
2013, 2014). These different compounds were combined 
according to recipes that involved different chaînes 
opératoires and the putting into practice of a wide vari-
ety of material and immaterial knowledge (Sepúlveda 
2016, 2020). As this polychrome palette was available 
in the region from the Formative period (c. 2000 BCE), 
the decision to employ one or several colours was then 
the product of a selection process carried out before 
executing the image. Knowledge about colour prepa-
ration existed, so the painter selected between several 
options. The polychrome on the rock art panels and 
the selection of certain colours in the representation 
and construction of the human body resulted from an 

 Monochrome Bichrome Polychrome
 A Z G A Z G A Z G
TOTALS 782 914 463 126 62 36 63 2 9
% 80.5 93.4 91.1 12.9 6.3 7 6.4 0.2 1.7

Table 1.  Use of colour in rock art from the Atacama Desert, distinguishing by anthropomorphous (A), 
zoomorphic (Z) and geometric (G) figures.
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intentional act that we seek to 
understand here.

It is worth noting that out 
of 2457 motifs recorded, 971 
are anthropomorphs, 978 zoo-
morphs, and 508 geometric 
forms. Among them, colour 
combination was low but gen-
erally used in human figures 
(Table 1), especially the ones 
that were dressed (see below, 
Table 2).

For this reason, we focused 
our attention on anthropo-
morphous motifs to explore 
the use of colour in the Atac-
ama Desert paintings. These 
are distributed among five 
localities defined by a long 
tradition of archaeological 
investigation in the Atacama 
Desert: Loa Superior (LS), 
Río Salado (RS), Loa Medio 
(LM), Salar de Atacama (SA) 
and Despoblado de Atacama 
(DA) (Fig. 1) (Berenguer 2004; 
Cabello 2017; Gallardo 2018).

Throughout different re-
search projects in which we 
have participated since the 
end of the 1990s, we have 
made countless drawings 
in an analogous way and to 
scale, recording each figure’s 
original shape. The colour 
has been recorded separately 
using the Pantone© system. 
The figures are then transferred to a digital register to 
generate a visual catalogue of each investigated site, 
where we identified a palette of 20 colours (Fig. 2). To 
avoid having to describe individual colours at length 
and unify their description in the record, a numerical 
colour chart was created that included 14 recurring 
shades of red ranging from burgundy to ochre and 
yellows. Less frequent were bluish-green and different 
shades of white and black. In this sample, colour 1805, 
red, is the most frequently represented in all localities, 

primarily in DA, LS and RS (Fig. 3). Other colours em-
ployed in monochrome figures include white, black, 
yellow, orange and green, in different frequencies for 
each locality, considering significant (>10%) presence of 
white in LS and black use in LM. For bichrome motifs, 
the most common combination is red with another of 
the colours indicated (red + 1); these are significantly 
present (>10%) in SA, RS and LM. Other bichrome 
combinations (other two colours) are found mainly in 
RS (black + green and yellow + white) and very occa-

Figure 1.  Rock art localities defined in the Atacama Desert.

Figure 2.  Colour palette identified in human motifs, based on the Pantone© system.
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sionally in SA (yellow + green) and LM (black + white). 
Combinations of three or more colours always include 
red (red + 2, red + 3) and are significant (>10%) only 
in LM, although not less important in SA (>7%), and 
represent the only colour combination used in human 
motif at DA (>5%), while there are no cases recorded 
at RS and very few at LS. 

Interestingly, the monochrome figures include 
anthropomorphs represented with body supplements 
or without it, these ones depicted only with essential 
body parts (head, trunk and limbs). In contrast, the 
use of two or more colours occurs almost exclusively 
in human figures dressed with supplements like body 

painting, clothing, ornaments or other ob-
jects (Table 2).

Colours and styles in the Atacama Desert 
Among the numerous monochrome 

human images, there is often a continuity 
of design between bodies and their sup-
plements, indicating that embodiment 
is a construct defined based on visual 
arrangements, a combination of attributes 
that culturally determine the subject’s ex-
pression. Among less frequent polychrome 
anthropomorphs, however, colour is used 
to materialise elements of distinction (Bour-
dieu 2012), as we describe below, following 
stylistic and chronological definitions pro-
posed for the localities studied herein (Fig. 
4) (Gallardo 2009, 2018).

Confluencia style, Early Formative 
period (2000–500 BCE)

The oldest paintings of the Atacama 
Desert correspond to the Confluencia style. 
These manifestations are located in rocky 
shelters of temporary occupations and on 
the canyon walls of high ravines (between 
3000 and 4000 m asl) of RS and to the east of 
SA, areas of concentrated foraging resourc-
es that hunter-gatherer groups used with a 
growing pastoral economy (Berenguer 1995; 
Gallardo et al. 1999a).

The anthropomorph images of the Con-
fluencia style are notable in their anatomy, 
clothing and movement, with the human fig-

ures participating primarily in hunting scenes involving 
wild camelids (Gallardo et al. 1999; Gallardo 2001; 
Gallardo and Yacobaccio 2005). The body supplements 
observed are skirts, headdresses, projectiles and darts, 
and ropes that tied camelids. In cases of polychromy, 
the most common colour combination is red/yellow in 
both localities (Table 3), although body supplements 
tend to be exclusively red at RS (Fig. 5). The exception 
to this colour rule is two images found near the El 
Pescador rockshelter, which bears white lines upon a 
red body, like body paint (Fig. 5C). The cases at SA are 
fewer but with more colour variability, adding green or 
white body supplements in two motifs (Fig. 6).

Figure 3.  Colour frequency represented by localities.

Locality
Monochrome Bichrome Polychrome

T BS B T BS B T BS B
Loa Superior (LS) 181 80 101 7 7 0 3 1 2
Rio Salado (RS) 298 234 65 52 51 1 0 0 0
Loa Medio (LM) 56 27 27 11 10 1 20 20 0
Salar de Atacama (SA) 146 103 38 56 56 0 35 35 0
Despoblado de Atacama (DA) 101 57 44 0 0 0 5 5 0
Total 782 501 275 126 124 2 63 61 2

Table 2.  Use of colour in anthropomorphous figures, dressed with body supplements (BS) and without it (B) (T= N total).
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Cueva Blanca style, Middle Formative 
period (500 BCE–400 CE)

Later in the sequence, at the same localities of RS 
and SA and along the streams surrounding the oasis 
of Calama (LM) (2000 m asl), the Cueva Blanca style 
was developed. It is characterised by static dressed 
human figures and geometric designs in symmetrical 
compositions, mostly framed, that have been linked to 
textile structure and iconography (Gallardo et al. 1999a; 
González 2005; Mege and Gallardo 2015; Sinclaire 
1997). These authors have associated these technolog-
ical and visual innovations with the consolidation of 
a village pattern around 500 BCE, but they signalled 
that the production of these images would proliferate 
beyond this period, occurring until 800 CE.

At RS, the anthropomorphs have a primarily red 
body, with the face and lower part of the body filled 
in with green (Table 3). However, because it was not 
possible to typologically identify the garments (Montt 
2004), the image may be a visual solution linked to 
embodiment (Fig. 7). In these figures, the colours are 
also alternated on the extensions emanating from the 
headdress and on different sections of the composition, 
using parallel or broken lines, as observed on elements 
of textile compositions (Sinclaire 1997, 2004; Mege and 
Gallardo 2015). 

At SA, we find only mono-
chrome anthropomorphs as-
cribed to the Cueva Blanca style. 

Style Locality N Body parts Body sup-
plements

Conflu-
encia

Río Salado
(RS)

13
2

Salar (SA) 4
2

Cueva 
Blanca Río Salado (RS) 8

7

FM Mix Salar (SA)

31
1
3
12
1
11
3

Late 
Interme-
diate/Late 
period

Río Salado (RS) 11
2

Loa Superior 
(LS)

4
5
2

Loa Medio (LM)
20
6
2
2

Salar (SA) 6
Despoblado (DA) 5

Aguada Río Salado (RS) 7
1

Figure 4 (on right).  Rock paint-
ing styles and chronological 
definitions proposed for the 
localities studied.

Table 3.  Use of colour in anthropomorphous figures by style, 
distinguishing body parts and supplements.

Figure 5 (below).  Anthropomor-
phous images of the Confluen-
cia style at RS: (A) Panel from 
Confluencia site (width 54 
cm); (B) Detail of the last panel 
(right figure length 20.6 cm); 
(C) El Pescador site (length 13 
cm). 
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However, there are abundant motifs 
that combine attributes from this style 
(colour alteration, frontal posture) 
and Confluencia (similar body sup-
plements and an outline of anatomy 
and mobility) depicted in pairs or 
groups (symmetric or not) that do not 
explicitly refer to a scene (Fig. 8). We 
refer to them preliminarily as the ‘FM 
Mix’ variant (Table 3). 

They show a preponderance of 
yellow bodies with parts of their 
supplements painted in red and 
green (Fig. 9). Green is used for lines 
or points around the neck, waist and 
heads of individuals, evoking beads 
or stone or metal objects that in the 
Formative period were an important 
element of dress: necklaces, pendants, 
belt decorations, hair and turbans 
accessories (Latcham 1938: 115–116; 
Agüero 1993, 1994; Gallardo 1993; 
Gallardo and Cabello 2015; Latorre 
2017; Soto 2019). Therefore, it is par-
ticularly relevant that copper ore was 
an ingredient in the mixtures that 
yielded the paints with which these 
ornamental elements were represent-
ed. Today, we know that the initial 
stages of the production sequence, 
after the ore was extracted, were the 
same for ornaments made of green 
and/or blue stones as they were for 
pigments (Sepúlveda et al. 2013).

In Cueva San Lorenzo, there are 
two motifs wearing loincloths dis-
playing similarities to textile garments 
found in cemeteries of the LM, such 
as Topater 1 (Figure 9A, B; Sinclaire 
1997, 2004; Cases and Montt 2013). 
These are decorated with a rectan-
gular geometric figure with cogged 
edges, motif that appears on different 
archaeological objects dating from 
the earliest to the latest stages of this 
period (1500 BC–700 CE) (Gallardo 
and Cabello 2015). Both depictions use 
colour alternation in linear segments 
described above as characteristic of 
this style: one in the extensions of the 
headdresses, and as body paint in the 
other. The enormous white headdress-
es are also comparable to the feathered 
objects that abound at the Topater 1 
site (Fig. 10C–E). This allows us to 
confirm that these motifs would be 
contemporary or slightly later than 
the Cueva Blanca style (Montt 2002, 
2004), but a stylistic review of the FM 
Mix variant is needed.

Figure 6.  Anthropomorphous image from Cueva San Lorenzo site (SA) (length 
30 cm). 

Figure 7.  Anthropomorphous images of the Cueva Blanca, Incahuasi site (RS) 
(A: length 33 cm; B: length 30 cm).

Figure 8.  Anthropomorphs from Puritama site (SA) (length 6 cm).
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Painted anthropomorphs from the Late Intermediate 
period (800–1400 CE) and Late period (1400–1550 CE)

In rock art dated to periods after 1000 CE, there is 
often a significant variability in designs that have not 
been defined as instances of styles in their own right 
(Sepúlveda 2011). It is also difficult to distinguish the 
images produced during Regional Developments 
or Late Intermediate period (800–1400 CE) from 
those created in the Late or Inka-influenced period 
(1400–1550 CE). Humanlike beings are represented 
through clothing, individually, randomly arranged or 
in intentional assemblages, such as the representations 
of llama caravans in addition to a great variety of geo-
metric shapes (Berenguer 2004; Cases and Montt 2013; 
Gallardo 2018). They are displayed in rockshelters and 
rocky walls, even in the most remote places, and on 
different objects, reaching an interregional character 
(Aschero 2000). The distribution is explained by the 
intense long-distance exchange network between 

Figure 9.  Anthropomorphs painted from Cueva Peine site 
(SA) (A: length 30 cm; B: length 47 cm).

Figure 10.  A-B. Anthropomorphous figures from Cueva 
San Lorenzo site (SA) (A: length 50 cm B: length 45 
cm); C–E: feathered objects from Topater 1 site (LM) 
(Museo Arqueológico de Calama, photos FONDECYT 
1110702).

the population groups congregated 
around agricultural work in large 
villages at streams and oases, who 
promoted their local identities and 
territoriality based on established 
relationships during the Late Inter-
mediate period (Gallardo 2018).

At RS and SA, the bichrome cases 
display elements of dress or form 
compositions that recall Formative 
styles, e.g. the segmented skirt 
now with borders and figures with 
striped tunics carrying darts and dart 
throwers (Fig. 11). These also use a 
similar colour combination (Table 
3), but in opposite proportions to 
previous styles: red bodies with some 
body parts (like the head) and body 
supplements rendered in yellow or 
white. 

Bichrome examples are less com-
mon at LM, the more frequent com-
bination being black, white and red 
(Table 3). There is a wide variety of 
tunics, structured alternating fields of 
colour, a typical mode of representa-
tion for anthropomorphs of the Late 
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period in the area (Cases and Montt 2013). Other parts 
of the body (head, legs) and supplements (headdresses, 
wrist and ankle cuffs) are depicted primarily with lines 
or points, also alternating colours (Fig. 12A–C). Usu-
ally, the figures are replicated, forming symmetrical 
compositions of two to eight motifs.

We draw particular attention to those with a sheaf of 
white rays alongside one side of the clothing, ending in 
a red point (Pimentel and Montt 2008) (Fig. 12B). Simi-
lar graphic attributes and use of colour are exception-
ally found in the far south of the desert (DA locality), 
where many anthropomorphs were created exclusively 
in red. Some of these motifs were initially associated 
with the Sacrificador figure of the Aguada culture of 
northwest Argentina (500–950 CE) (NWA) (Iribarren 
1976; Cervellino 1992; Llagostera 1995; Niemeyer et 
al. 1997; Cervellino and Sills 2001). However, the vari-
ability of the dress has led to its identification with at 
least two distinct rock art production systems, linked 
to minor groups belonging to ‘Ánimas-La Puerta’ 
(600–1300 CE) and ‘Copiapó-Inka’ (1300–1550 CE) cul-
tures (Cabello 2017). The first one is defined as a society 
with an agricultural-pastoral and maritime economy, 
and the second one as the local population annexed 
to the Tawantinsuyu; both groups lived principally in 
villages further south, in the Copiapó valley (Fig. 1).

The exceptional example is a panel with figures in 
red and white, along with a black that is now almost 
imperceptible, owing to its poor state of conservation. 
On one side of these figures, we also find a semi-cir-
cular figure with curved rays extending outward, in 
alternating white and red (Fig. 13A). Based on this 
‘accessory’, painted anthropomorphs from NWA have 
been called ‘emplumados’ (ornamented with feathers) 
(Fernández Distel 1976; Aschero 2000; Fernández 2000; 
Hernández Llosas 2001; Nielsen 2007). These figures 
have been dated to the Late Formative (c. 0 CE, see 
Hernández Llosas et al. 1998, 1999; Hernández Llosas 
2001) or linked to the Regional Developments period 
(c. 1000–1450 CE, see Nielsen 2007; Rodríguez and 
Angiorama 2019). Nevertheless, its presence in Inka 
ceramics (e.g. Tchopik 1946; Fernández Baca 1971; 
Lumbreras 1974) and on paintings in the LM and DA 
allow us to propose that the expanded circulation of 
this way of representing the body, and its extension 
into what is now Chile, could have occurred during 
this period (Cabello 2017) (Fig. 13B–C).

Similar is the case of two humanlike figures from 
the Santa Barbara rockshelters (LS), which have tunics 
in the form of an axe or shield, which was characteristic 
of NWA during the pre-Inka period, but spread over 
all northern Chile during Inka times, around 1400 CE 
(Berenguer 1999, 2004, 2009; Aschero 2000; Nielsen 
2007; Pimentel et al. 2007; Montt and Pimentel 2009; 
Troncoso 2011; Podestá et al. 2013) (Fig. 14A left and 
14B). Both display a four-part design known in NWA 

Figure 11.  Anthropomorphs of periods after 1000 CE, El 
Suri site (RS) (length 18 cm).

Figure 12.  Anthropomorphs from LM: (A) Ojos de Opache 
site (length 15 cm); (B, C) San Salvador-1 site (B: length 
15 cm; C: length 16 cm); (D) Ojos de Opache site (with-
out measures).

Figure 13.  (A) Anthropomorphs painted from Quebrada La Chinchilla (DA) (lenght 11 cm); (B and C) similar motifs on 
Inka vessels; (B) Fernández Baca 2000: Pl. IV, (C) Lumbreras 1974: Fig. 231.
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as ‘alternation of contrasting colours in 
quadrants’ linked to the Inka checkerboard 
pattern typically found on tunics and Inka 
tocapus, square motifs with geometric deco-
rations inside (López Campeny and Martel 
2014: 34, 39). In these cases, red and yellow, 
with the latter colour also used for body 
parts (Table 3).

The other four humanlike figures at this 
site combined red, yellow, green and/or black 
for depicted body parts and supplements 
(Fig. 14A, C). They display tunics in an in-
verted semi-trapezoidal shape that is charac-
teristic of the Tarapacá region and identified 
by their interior designs as garments from the 
regional developments or Late Intermediate 
period (800–1400 CE) (Berenguer 1999: 45–46, 
2004b: 95). Unlike ‘tye-dyed tunics’, where 
numerous diamond shapes can be observed 
(e.g. Agüero 2015: Figs 11 and 12), or leather 
chest guards where contiguous diamond 
shapes are combined with other geometric 
figures (Gallardo 2018: Fig. 19), the alter-
nation of colour in the paintings brings to 
light that there is a circular or quadrangular 
element that is replicated only four times 
(2×2), in a double symmetrical reflection. 
This four-part design is comparable to that 
found on Inka tunics worn by high-ranking 
officials or persons taking part in major Inka 
activities, especially those of the Inka leader 
who conquered the lands in the study (Poma 
de Ayala 1615–16: 98, 149, 157, 194, 250, 252, 
256, 277, 281, 344, 352, see also Berenguer 
2009) (Fig. 15). Some authors call this the 
‘concentric squares’ design and link it to the 
Inka creation myth (see Martínez 2018: 452).

We thus propose a late date for these rep-
resentations, returning to the initial proposal 
of Berenguer and colleagues (Berenguer et 
al. 1985) and confirming that it would be 
a different type of tunic (Cases and Montt 
2013). This is supported by shapes found on 
the same panels, including lines of triangles 
and diamonds commonly found on Inka pot-
tery, and a decorated camelid such as those 
found on textiles of that period (D’Harcourt 
1962: Pl. 31; Bray 2003, 2008) (Fig. 14A). The 
polychrome scheme also brings to light the 
presence of circular and rectangular figures found in 
the upper section of the tunics, around shoulder height. 
These kinds of appliques have not been recorded on 
archaeological garments but are also represented on 
other painted or engraved anthropomorphs from the 
Late or Inka-influenced period (1400–1550 CE) (e.g. 
Troncoso 2011: Fig. 2D; Gallardo 2018: Fig. 22;) (see 
Fig. 12C).

Foreign Aguada style (500–1550 CE)
Lastly, we wish to draw attention to the Incahuasi 

Inka site of RS, where the bodies of figures are depicted 
in white, and the red colour is used for details of the 
face (eyes and jaw), headdresses, plumes, garment 
decorations, ankle cuffs and claws (Fig. 16). What is un-
usual about this combination in the context of regional 
rock art is that it seems to be linked to the Aguada 
style of NWA, owing to its visual features and ceramic 
evidence that indicates that the site was in use from 

Figure 14.  Anthropomorphous images from Santa Bárbara site (LS) (A: 
length 74 cm; B: length 52 cm; C: length 40 cm).

Figure 15.  Inka tunics: (A) El otabo capitan Apo Camac Inga (the eighth 
captain, conqueror of Chile); (B) Setienbre Coia Raimi (September 
queen/moon fest) (Poma de Ayala 1615–16: left 157[159], right 
252[254]).
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100 and 700 CE (Sinclaire 2004; Gallardo et al. 2021). 
While anthropomorphous expressions of this style 

from the Middle period in Argentina (500–950 CE) are 
varied (Baldini and Sempé 2011), it is interesting to note 
the coincidence in the use of red colour that Nazar and 
colleagues (Nazar et al. 2014: 44, 47–49) attribute to 
blood flowing over the bodies and for supplements of 
the figures that express the ‘magical-religious power’ 
of the rituals conducted at La Tunita. Nevertheless, we 
cannot rule out the possibility that the Aguada style 
includes rock art expressions up to 1350 cal. CE in NWA 
(Lorandi 1966; Callegari 2001; Callegari et al. 2009), as 
they could have spread to Chile in this period or even 
further into the late period, as has occurred with an-
other trans-Andean iconography (vid. supra). Aguada 
iconography is also identified in petroglyphs from the 
southern semi-arid region in Chile, sharing elements 
like a profile representation, one circular eye, big jaw 
and body variability (sometimes with decorations) 
(Troncoso and Jackson 2009). These authors situated 
the introduction of this foreign iconography in the 
transition between the Early Ceramic Period and the 
Late Intermediate Period (c. 800 CE). Nevertheless, they 
also recognised that the feline’s image does not gain 
importance until the Late Intermediate (1000–1400 CE) 
and Late (1400–1550 CE) periods when Diaguita and 
Inka-Diaguita populations inhabited that area.

Revisiting the local archaeological rock art sequence 
focusing on the use of colour permitted the identifica-
tion of new iconographic elements, whose diagnostic 
elements link them to specific periods as part of a single 
style. Thus, they provide information to complement 

and/or aid discussions of previous stylistic affiliations 
and bring us closer to understanding what the use of 
colour might signify. 

Fashion colours
In the Atacama Desert, red, yellow, green, black and 

white constitute the universe of colour. We know that 
the quintessential rock art image is, by definition, red. It 
is the light from the spectrum that satisfies the existence 
of the form and content of this human intervention. 
However, on the margins of this material hegemony, 
other images are also installed, images that demand 
other colours, other realities. These are not the norm, 
but rather the exception.

Given the colour palettes and their distinctions in 
the groupings analysed, what immediately becomes 
significant is the pictorial contribution to literality, to 
the precision of that which is designated. We encounter 
a procedure that is not satisfied with the use of red 
colour in all of its varieties but requires establishing 
or channelling the process of recognition. The power 
of colour appears in all styles and across all times be-
cause new ‘visual stories’ are always needed to direct 
the relationship between the work, the producer and 
the spectator. 

In the earliest periods (Confluencia and Cueva Blan-
ca styles and FM Mix variant), these colours are used to 
express elements of the dress. They are found in body 
paint, feathers, rattles, necklaces and other artefacts we 
do not recognise. They even appear in wild camelid 
wool (Fig. 6). In the Cueva Blanca style, the alternation 
of colours also dialogues with the symmetrical struc-
ture of the textile image, in a specular relationship that 
can also be extended to artificially introduced colour, as 
the woven iconography extends to the rock art palette. 
The use of green in the FM Mix variant points to the 
importance of introducing copper as a lapidary and 
melted metal into the lives of the populations 1500 
BC–700 CE. At the same time, these elements had to 
improve the visual body, real and represented, provid-
ing colour, brightness and distinction. All these items 
refer to prestige objects (Gallardo and Cabello 2015; 
Harris and Robb 2015) or valuable objects premised 
on uniqueness or beauty (Turner 2012). 

In the Late Intermediate and Inka periods, colours 
allude to dyed wool fibres used to produce colour de-
signs on tunics. They require further study to isolate 
their forms and colours. However, it is notable that the 
painted anthropomorphs share a colour palette with 
some painted chullpas (funerary towers) along the Lau-
ca River in the Bolivian Altiplano, where, added to the 
most used colours (red, black and white), we find the 
exceptional use of green on external decorations. These 
decorations also allude to the textile universe when 
one compares their designs to Inka tunics placed in an 
inverted position (Gisbert 1994). For the Late period, 
though, the red-white-black triad was fashionable. Its 
preferential use for the LM anthropomorphs and its 
exceptional presence in DA are consistent with the 

Figure 16.  Anthropomorphous figures from Incahuasi Inka 
site (RS) (A: length 25 cm B: length 35 cm).
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representations of figures painted in Cusco and 
NWA, and these allude to the tricolour weaved 
unkus (Berenguer 2013; López Campeny and Martel 
2014; Hosting 2017). In addition to preferring forms 
and designs, the Inka state promoted ceramics with 
specific colours (Pärssinen and Siiriäinen 1997), 
particularly tri-chromatic decorations on imperial 
and local (Arica and Diaguita) vessels that circu-
lated across the territory under study (Uribe and 
Cabello 2005; Uribe et al. 2007). The standardised 
use of red-black-white on different media could 
indicate that these colours constituted the Inka self, 
independent of its direct relationship to the imperial 
or the local. Their performance and repetition make 
them constitutive acts of identity (Turner 1995; 
Butler and Lourties 1998). 

This reinforces the idea that the human body 
serves as a source of metaphorical expression that is 
crucial in the material sphere of goods produced by 
the Inka state, as has been proposed for polychrome 
ceramics and clothing, through which a new way 
of seeing and understanding the world is embodied 
(Bray 2008). 

Thus, the minor universe of rock art colour appears 
in direct relation to the embodiment it constitutes, 
materialised in dress, whether garments or body paint. 
From a temporal perspective, one could say that the 
anthropomorphous representation evolves or transits 
from an embodiment that requires including the forms 
of human anatomy and movements of the human body 
towards another in which the tunic replaces the body. 
It disappears in weaving, which during the Inka peri-
od is the political and symbolic domain par excellence 
(Murra 2002). Probably, this new social and cultural 
context of woven textiles in the Andes is related to the 
singularity of rock paintings of the Quebrada Seca 
style, in which images like camelids are executed in 
black (Fig. 17) (Vilches and Uribe 1999; Gallardo 2018). 
This is doubly exceptional, as this iconography belongs 
to the expressive field of petroglyphs, and there are 
no other compositions on rock whose colour is black.

In the Incahuasi site (RS), the form and colour of the 
NWA Aguada-style images are signs of their distinc-
tiveness, manifestly expressing their discontinuity with 
local expressions (Fig. 16). Their relative importance 
is revealed precisely in their ‘rarity.’ They create a 
new reality, convening a dialogue among figures and 
persons that reformulates the visual imaginary. The 
body is white, but not the head, which consists of a 
fine red outline encircling an unmodified area of the 
rock panel. Red is then introduced upon the white to 
signify claws, ankle cuffs on both feet, and an artefact 
at the end of the posterior arm. On the rock surface is 
a white semi-circle in the position of the eye, and teeth 
are also present in the combination of red and white 
lines. The back of the skull is also dotted with tiny red 
lines. There is a white ‘rattle’ with red ornamentation 
between the arm and chin, one surface of colour in-
tervened by another as it follows the same scheme as 

the body of the subject itself. The many decisions that 
gave rise to this work refer to the particular qualities 
of the visually animated subject. These characteristics 
appropriate colour to signify something that does not 
belong to the ordinary world, something that we also 
know inhabits a domain that is not the same as that 
of the creator; the rock is not simply a medium; it is 
its place. 

These distinctive considerations could perhaps be 
extended to all those interventions we conventionally 
call rock art. However, our research has unquestionably 
found several works that, for their small number, we 
must acknowledge their discontinuity and difference. 
They are present in each locality and based on their 
style, one would say they have been there through it all, 
from the Formative to the Inka period. In the represen-
tations considered in this study, colour is not used to 
evoke everyday dress, such as the woollen mantles and 
leather sandals popular among Andean native people. 
Nor does colour allude to the arrangements associated 
with hairstyles and hair, whose solutions were distinct 
in each period. The central impetus of colour applica-
tion in rock art is best expressed in grand headdresses, 
face paint, masks, decorated tunics, skirts, necklaces, 
ankle cuffs, darts and throwers, which refer not to 
humans but to significant non-human personages. 
The colours are used to denote some parts of the dress: 
clothing or body paint. While some of these objects 
have served as a reference to situate styles chronolog-
ically, we should not forget that they were discovered 
in funerary contexts or contexts with evidence of ritual 
consumption or collective celebrations (Hayden 2009; 
Gallardo and Cabello 2015; among others).

EPILOGUE
The palette awakens a political economy, as the 

colour substance must be produced at the mine, which 
involves prospecting, extraction and crushing. This 

Figure 17.  Anthropomorphous figures from the Toconao site 
(SA) (length 75 cm).
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is an activity that is governed by certain relations of 
social production, since each period in rock art history 
has its economic context and that context gives rise 
to conditions that must also have affected circulation 
and consumption (Sepúlveda et al. 2019). Neverthe-
less, colour consumption is a more complex cultural 
dimension and practice. 

The use of colour in rock art belongs to a field of 
social and symbolic practices whose management dif-
fers substantially from other forms of visual expression. 
The first difference is that rock art, being an integral 
part of the environment where the individuals live, 
establishes a constant dialogue with it, whose effec-
tiveness is based on the use of red pigment varieties. 
This mineral substance is the quintessential material 
and provides the link that materialises the subject in 
a given landscape. However, at one extreme of the 
dominant rock art colour series, we also find the use of 
other mineral substances, which provide colours that 
offer other values and amplify the cultural connection 
between the people and their geography, reintegrating 
natural and social relationships through ritual (Turner 
2012). In turn, understood through enchantment tech-
nology (Gell 1992), the production of mineral paintings 
gives agency to art through achieving specific aesthetic 
effects. The artist’s choice and use of a broad chromatic 
palette thus denotes a particular intention towards the 
viewer, a specific connection with the place, and gives 
agency to art in its ability to produce effects that require 
particular sensory responses (Gell 1998).

The interaction between colour and medium, as 
constituted in mineral materials and environments, 
creates its actors through its expression. The form 
codifies social information, retains it, and puts it into 
play in relation to the spectator’s prior knowledge 
(Munn 1973). The images are red because they belong 
to a particular world. They are beings that possess their 
qualities and conduct, many of which are insinuated or 
simply ignored. These qualities are unnecessary, as the 
human actors know them; they form part of the knowl-
edge required to read the images. However, when 
looking at the simultaneous use of other colours, these 
appear to materialise things with a certain literalness; 
the wool and feathers are white, and stone necklaces 
are green. This redundancy suggests deployment of 
information, probably necessary owing to the differ-
ences in the relative competence of their interpreters. 
In these cases, rock art colour choice appears as an 
explicit act of instruction, a constitutive act. This was 
indeed a singular part of the cultural experience of 
the subjects, the visual interventions, and the places, 
granting to art its own agency (Gell 1998). Finally, our 
question was not just why polychromy was used and 
situated at specific places, but how these colours were 
used there (see Boivin 2010).

The second difference between rock art and other 
forms of expression is that the colour of the rock art 
constructs a body for humans and non-humans. Its 
function is to animate corporality, to provide a way 

of incorporating culture in a sense signified by embod-
iment. Using colour, a place is created in the world for 
the actors who intervene in the practice or experience 
of rock art. It unfolds the interactions between individ-
uals and things, in a world whose ‘lexicon’ in action is 
provided by the coloured mineral substances. 

Lastly, the colour of the rock art beings endows or 
invests them with a unique quality, as do body paint, 
the skirt, the tunic, as well as jewellery, headdresses, 
weapons and other artefacts. The dressed subject, and 
in particular the colour that gives rise to it, is a singular 
cultural production process, different from everyday 
life and somewhat comparable to haute couture or high 
fashion. This French expression is used for garments 
created as one-of-a-kind, tailor-made and hand-
stitched with meticulous attention to detail, elevating 
fashion to the realm of art (see, e.g. Steele 2018). The use 
of high-quality raw materials and the work of highly 
skilled craftspeople ensure its perfection. It is also made 
in limited editions, reserved only for an elite. All of this 
differentiates it from all other garments, from ready to 
wear (prêt à porter), a more democratic form of fashion, 
with repeated and reproduced en masse patterns, as this 
kind of clothing is industrially produced, widespread, 
and intended for everyday use. Both concepts, haute 
couture and prêt a porter, developed simultaneously in 
the 20th century with the rise of the modern fashion 
industry. 

In a figurative way, this distinction applies to the 
painted anthropomorphs of the Atacama Desert, as the 
dress depicted does not belong to the ordinary world 
but symbolic social situations. As with representations 
of skirts in the Formative period, we know they allude 
to ancient garments whose use extends back to the pre-
vious period (Early Archaic) or the tunics which allude 
to Inka tocapus, which held profound cosmological 
meaning for the rulers and administrators, allowing 
them political and ritual agency in the territory they 
governed (e.g. Carbonell 2020; Standen et al. 2004). 
Because of this, images created with more than one 
colour are exceptional in their cultural positioning, 
as the colours allow the images to materialise their 
distinctiveness, incarnating embodiments with dress, 
body shapes and supplements that are anything but 
prêt à porter.
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